After reading this chapter, you should be able to
Understand the business value of using YouTube for
Marketing

Learning
objectives

Know how to create a YouTube channel

Understand the YouTube algorithm

Know how to optimize a video for YouTube

Implement a YouTube content strategy

Introduction to YouTube
With over 1.9 billion monthly active users (almost 1/3 of the entire internet) watching over 5 billion videos on the
platform every single day, YouTube is the world's most popular online video sharing site (Fortune Lords).

Today, there is a wide array of video content available on YouTube, from short clips to music videos,
documentaries, movie trailers, films, audio recordings, educational videos, corporate videos and more.
YouTube users (individuals, media organizations, corporations, etc.) can upload their own videos and interact with
other users’ videos on the platform free of charge.
The idea for a video sharing site was influenced by Janet Jackson's 2004 Super Bowl incident and from the 2004 Indian Ocean
tsunami after former PayPal employees Chad Hurley, Steve Chen and Jawed Karim could not find video clips of the events online.

In 2005, Hurley, Chen and Karim founded YouTube after they had
difficulty sharing a video they had created at a dinner party.

The first YouTube video, entitled "Me at the Zoo,” was published on April 23, 2005, by
Karim.
Today, the video has over 68 million views! Making a big bet on the future of the
internet, Google acquired YouTube for over $1.65 billion in 2006.

YouTube’s mission, as illustrated in the below video, is “to give everyone a voice and show them the world
(YouTube).”

YouTube Facts

YouTube is
transforming the way
people consume and
produce content.

The video sharing site
has created a society of
“prosumers,” or
producing consumers,
who no longer have a
barrier to distributing
media content to the
world.

YouTube can also be
credited for creating a
platform for the early
self-made social media
influencers, who are
among the richest social
media influencers in the
world today.

YouTube has changed
the way people listen to
music, watch television,
interact with brands and
the way that brands
interact with customers.

The company recently
launched YouTube TV
which is a low cost, no
contract replacement to
cable television for
mobile devices, tablets
and TVs.

In fact, by 2025, it is
expected that half of
viewers under the age
32 will not even
subscribe to a paid
television service
(Kumar).

There is no doubt that
YouTube is here to stay,
and one can only
imagine what the future
of video sharing sites
like YouTube could look
like.

YouTube by the Numbers
•

YouTube is currently the second largest search engine
and second most popular website in the world, after
Google

•

YouTube reaches more 18-34 and 18-49-year-olds than
any cable network in the US (YouTube).

•

62% of users are male, and 38% of users are female

•

YouTube is available in 88 countries and 76 different
languages (YouTube).

•

“80% of YouTube’s views
are from outside of the
U.S.” (Fortune Lords).

•

Over half of YouTube views
come from mobile devices.

•

The average YouTube
viewing session lasts more
than 40 minutes, making
YouTube the social media
platform where users
spend the most time

• People and blogs, followed

by gaming, receive the
highest quantity of video
uploads.

•

In terms of the most searched and
watched content, music videos top the
list.

•

As of 2018, the music video “Despacito by
Luis Fonzi featuring Daddy Yankee” had
4.83 billion lifetime views, making it the
single most popular video on the platform

•

Here is a list of the top ten most viewed
YouTube videos of all time:

Marketing
with Videos

WITH SHORTER ATTENTION SPANS, THE
NUMBER OF MOBILE DEVICE USERS,
INCREASING VIDEO CONSUMPTION ONLINE
AND DECLINING ENGAGEMENT RATES FOR
OTHER SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT TYPES,
MARKETERS WHO ARE NOT FOCUSED ON
CREATING VIDEO CONTENT WILL BE LEFT
BEHIND.

SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS ARE ALSO
PRIORITIZING VIDEO, CHANGING THEIR
ALGORITHMS AND INCORPORATING NEW
FEATURES SUCH AS LIVE VIDEO, DISAPPEARING
VIDEO CONTENT AND VIDEO ADVERTISING.
TAKE A LOOK AT HOW BRANDS LEVERAGED
VIDEO IN 2018:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=28&v=xhJ1kn9Dfkw

•

Brands are creating made-forYouTube content, driving
increased engagement and
investing in video ads to
promote their content.

•

90% of the world’s top 500
brands have at least one
YouTube channel

•

Out of all business categories,
media brands have the most
subscribers on YouTube,
followed by technology, food
and beverage, automobile and
apparel

• Lego, Vat 19, Hasbro, Kids TV,

and Angry Birds are among the
top brands whose channels have
the most video views on YouTube
in 2019
• What makes these brands so
successful on YouTube?
• For starters, they consistently

post content catered to their
target audiences, and they also
pursue a strong YouTube content
strategy

•

Creating a YouTube
Channel

•

•

To create a YouTube Business account brands must
have a Google account.

It is recommended for brands to create a new
account specifically for the YouTube channel rather
than using a personal account.
The next step is to create a YouTube channel for
the brand by following these instructions.

•

The channel description, also known as the
“About” section of the brand’s profile, allows
subscribers to learn about the YouTube channel.

•

Include key information about the company
and channel.

•

A welcome message or mission statement
helps to provide subscribers with information
on what the channel will be about.

•

Include up to five links to company websites,
and social media profiles as well as a call to
action for subscribers and a contact email for
business inquiries.

•

Brands can also highlight additional channels
from you’re their own brand or other brands on
the right-hand side of the about section.

Go to About:

YouTube Algorithm
•

Like other social media networks, the YouTube algorithm uses artificial
intelligence to recommend videos to users.

•

The algorithm uses data such as video relevance, video quality, watch time (views,
view duration, session starts, upload frequency, session duration, session ends),
the number of video likes and dislikes and more to determine which videos show
up higher in search results and recommendations.

•

The algorithm prioritizes watch time and time spent on the platform over views.
High-quality videos with longer watch times are more likely to be recommended
to YouTube users.

•

YouTube’s strategy involves promoting channels and videos that make people
come back to YouTube and that keep them on the platform for a longer period of
time.

Optimizing YouTube Videos
•

The major key to success with YouTube is properly optimizing
each video to gain the most views. If videos are not optimized
properly, users will never be able to find them through the
YouTube search engine. The first 24 hours a video is published
is the most important for YouTube search rankings, so videos
must be fully optimized before being published.

•

Here are some tips to optimize videos on YouTube:

Keywords
•

Think about what the target market would enter into a Google
or YouTube search. What keywords or phrases would be used to
find your video? Add these keywords to the title and
description of each video.

Titles

Optimizing YouTube
Videos

•

Video titles should immediately entice users to watch the
video.

•

Think of titles like a headline for a news article or blog
post.

•

Use relevant keywords and limit titles to no more than 70
characters or else the headline will be cut off in a Google
search.

•

Consider using the word “video” in the title to generate
outside traffic. When promoting products or services,
include the product in the title of the video.

•

How-to, advice, tips, numbered and list titles also perform
well on YouTube.

Optimizing YouTube
Videos
Descriptions
•

•

Many companies devote their efforts to crafting
good headlines but forget that the description is
equally important for the video’s success.
In 5,000 characters or less, provide a clear
overview of what a video is about. Include
relevant keywords as well as call-to-action links
to other YouTube videos or to a company
website.

Optimizing YouTube Videos
Transcripts and Closed Captions
•

•

•

Video transcripts and closed captions are the
written text for videos containing audio.

Transcripts and closed captions not only make
YouTube videos accessible to deaf, hard of
hearing viewers or those watching with no
sound, they also increase the search ranking of
videos.
YouTube makes it very simple to add closed
captions and transcripts to videos directly
within their video editor.

Optimizing YouTube Videos
Tags
Tags ensure that videos appear in the “related”
video section of YouTube.
Think of tags like keywords.

When users type a keyword related to a tag in the
YouTube search bar, the video is more likely to
appear in the search results.
Include tags related to the content of the video as
shown in the image below.
Brands can use as many characters as they want
until they reach the 500-character limit, but it’s
important to focus on high-quality tags over
quantity.

Optimizing YouTube Videos
Thumbnail
The thumbnail image is the first element that catches the eye of potential viewers.
By default, YouTube will allow you to choose among three thumbnails or to upload
your own.
A major mistake made by many brands is that they simply upload videos without
changing the default thumbnail. An enticing thumbnail can make a difference
between whether a video is watched or not.

It’s important to create and upload a unique thumbnail for each video to catch the
eye of viewers. Many brands also choose to add company branding to each
thumbnail for brand awareness and consistency, as seen in the image below from
chef Jamie Olivier’s Food Tube.

YouTube End Screens
•

YouTube end screens are shown during
the last 5-20 seconds of a video. Up to
four elements can be added to direct
viewers to a brand’s content, channel or
website and encourage viewers to
continue engaging with the brand or
content.

End Screens

https://www.youtube.com/chan
nel/UCnGErLCau5qNJ0Xwe6uE
yTw

YouTube Content Strategy
•

•

•

A channel trailer is the first video that users
will see when visiting a channel. This is a
great place for brands to showcase their
most important video from the channel.
Consider featuring a company story video
to introduce viewers to the brand, a
popular product, customer story or the
most viewed YouTube video from the
channel.
Allbirds shown below provides viewers with
all of the information they will find on their
channel.

Experiment with
Different Video
Content Types
•

When trying to decide the type and kind
of video to create, it’s important to think
about the brand’s target market.

•

Fifty-three percent of shoppers watch
product videos to increase their
confidence in making a purchase (Kar).

•

Create videos that speak to the interests
and passions of the brand’s audience
members.

•

On YouTube, 70% of people are looking
for educational content like tips and
tricks and tutorials; 67% are looking for
reviews of products they are interested
in; and 53% are looking for inspirational
or entertaining content

Experiment with various video content types to discover which work best for
the brand’s target audience. Such videos can include:

product reviews

customer
testimonials

interviews

event videos

how-to videos

vlogs (video
blogs)

gaming videos

comedy/skit
video

best of videos

educational
videos

product
demonstrations

Q&A videos

unboxing videos

prank videos

customer stories

documentaries

Searches of
“how to” videos

Non-Branded documentaries or miniseries
•

Searches of “how to” videos on YouTube
are growing 70% year over year (Kumar).

•

Many brands have also achieved great
success producing non-branded YouTubespecific content such as documentaries
and mini-series.

•

For example, Starbucks launched its own
YouTube original series called
"Upstanders," sharing stories about
ordinary people doing extraordinary
things to create positive change.

Publish
Videos
Regularly
and at
Optimal
Times

•

The top 100 brands on YouTube are collectively uploading a
video every 18.5 minutes

•

Publishing YouTube videos on specific days and times of the
week and maintaining a consistent video cadence will not only
grow followers, it will give subscribers a reason to keep
coming back for more.

•

Avoid uploading batches of videos at once: instead spread
them out over multiple days or weeks.

•

Publishing regular weekly content will ensure that the brands’
videos are consistently ranked higher in search. Generally, the
best hours to publish videos each day of the week are as
follows:

Keep Viewers Engaged
Keep Viewers Engaged
•

Twenty percent of the people who start a video will
leave after the first 10 seconds (Fortune Lords).

•

The longer the video, the shorter the retention, so only
include what is needed to drive home the message.

•

The most viewed brand videos on YouTube are on
average 31–60 seconds

Engage with Viewers
•

YouTube may be different than other social media channels, but not when
it comes to engaging with viewers. Here are ways brands should engage
with viewers on YouTube:

•

Respond to questions and comments quickly and with great detail.

•

Subscribe to others’ YouTube channels, comment and leave positive
feedback.

•

Create new videos based off of users’ questions or requests.

•

Collaborate with other brands and influencers to cross promote videos or
to create new ones.

•

Ask questions, run polls and surveys, provide giveaways, and run contests.

Keep

Keep videos short and concise.

Avoid

Avoid long, branded introductions before the content of the video begins.
Keep branded bumpers short or move them to the end of the video.

Explain

Tease

Include

Avoid

Explain the benefits of watching the video in the first few seconds.

Tease viewers with content that they can find later in the video.

Include a call to action at the end of the video (subscribe to our channel,
like, comment, share, visit our website, watch another video).

Avoid rambling; get to the point right away.

Split

Split longer videos into multiple shorter videos.

Add

Add background music.

Tactics for
Keeping
Viewers
Engaged

A DISAPPOINTING TRUTH
FOR MANY BRANDS AND
MARKERS TODAY IS THAT
THEY SPEND A LOT OF TIME
AND MONEY PRODUCING
GREAT VIDEOS FOR
YOUTUBE THAT RECEIVE
LITTLE TO NO VIEWS.

MANY BRANDS FOCUS ALL
OF THEIR EFFORTS ON THE
PRODUCTION OF
VIDEOS,AND NOT ENOUGH
ON THE MARKETING OF THE
VIDEO.

IN FACT, OVER 50 PERCENT
OF VIDEOS PRODUCED BY
THE TOP 100 BRANDS HAVE
LESS THAN 1,000 VIEWS
(ROBERTSON).

AN EQUAL AMOUNT OF TIME
AND MONEY MUST BE
DEVOTED TO PROMOTING
THE VIDEO IN ORDER FOR IT
TO REACH PEOPLE.

ONCE A VIDEO IS
PUBLISHED, BRANDS MUST
USE ALL MARKETING
TACTICS AT THEIR DISPOSAL
TO ENSURE ITS SUCCESS.

Marketing YouTube Videos

Engage with Influencers
•

YouTube is one of the top platforms for influencer marketing.

•

Eighteen percent of consumers are influenced by YouTube before making a purchase
(Barker), and 62% of 18- to 24-year-olds would purchase a product endorsed by a
YouTuber.
•

In fact, teens consider YouTube influencers as more engaging and relatable than traditional
celebrities (Mediakix).

•

Today, YouTube is a great place for brands to collaborate with influencers in promoting
their products and services. The key is partnering with the right influencer at the right time
with the right message.

•

YouTube star “Dude Perfect” has been making trick shot videos on YouTube since 2009. He
has over 42 million channel subscribers and had one of the top 10 subscribed channels in
2017. In that year, Oreo partnered with Dude Perfect to create a video featuring ping-pong
ball trick shots with various branded Oreo items, such as real Oreo cookies. The video, with
over 198 million views, was the third most watched video of 2017 and was later used by
Oreo for sponsored advertisements.

•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_c
ontinue=18&v=UeG1ftTmLAg

